Abstract.
Introduction.
To investigate the probability that a numerical analysis problem is difficult, we need to do three things:
(1) Choose a measure of difficulty, (2) Choose a probability distribution on the set of problems, (3) Compute the distribution of the measure of difficulty induced by the distribution on the set of problems.
The measure of difficulty we shall use in this paper is the condition number, which measures the sensitivity of the solution to small changes in the problem. For the problems we consider in this paper (matrix inversion, polynomial zerofinding and eigenvalue calculation), there are well-known condition numbers in the literature of which we shall use slightly modified versions to be discussed more fully later. The condition number is an appropriate measure of difficulty because it can be used to measure the expected loss of accuracy in the computed solution, or even the number of iterations required for an iterative algorithm to converge to a solution.
The probability distribution on the set of problems for which we will attain most of our results will be the "uniform distribution" which we define as follows. We will identify each problem as a point in either Rw (if it is real) or C^ (if it is complex). For example, a real n by n matrix A will be considered to be a RN. For example, we could take a uniform distribution on the interior of the unit ball in R^, or let each component be an independent Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Our answers will hold for this entire class of distributions because our condition numbers are homogeneous (multiplying a problem by a nonzero scalar does not change its condition number).
The main justification for using a uniform distribution is that it appears to be fair: Each problem is as likely as any other. However, it does not appear to apply in many practical cases for a variety of reasons, most fundamentally because realworld problems are not uniformly distributed. A lesser reason is that any set of problems which can be represented in a computer is necessarily discrete rather than continuous. We will discuss the limitations of our choice of uniform distribution as well as alternatives at length in Section 6 below.
Finally, given this distribution, we must compute the induced probability distribution of the condition number. It turns out that all the problems we consider here have a common geometric structure which lets us compute the distributions of their condition numbers with a single analysis, which goes as follows:
(i) Certain problems of each kind are ill-posed, i.e., their condition number is infinite. These ill-posed problems form an algebraic variety within the space of all problems. For example, the singular matrices are ill-posed with respect to the problem of inversion, and they lie on the variety where the determinant, a polynomial in the matrix entries, is zero. Geometrically, varieties are possibly selfintersecting surfaces in the space of problems.
(ii) The condition number of a problem has a simple geometric interpretation: It is proportional to (or bounded by a multiple of) the reciprocal of the distance to the set of ill-posed problems. Thus, as a problem gets closer to the set of ill-posed ones, its condition number approaches infinity. In the case of matrix inversion, for example, the traditional condition number is exactly inversely proportional to the distance to the nearest singular matrix.
(iii) The last observation implies that the set of problems of condition number at least x is (approximately) the set of problems within distance c/x (c a constant) of the variety of ill-posed sets. Sets of this sort, sometimes called tubular neighborhoods, have been studied extensively by geometers. We will present upper bounds, lower bounds, and asymptotic values for the volumes of such sets. The asymptotic results, lower bounds, and some of the upper bounds are new. The formulae are very simple, depending only on x, the degree N of the ambient space, the dimension of the variety, and the degree of the variety. These volume bounds in turn bound the volume of the set of problems with condition number at least x. Since we are assuming the problems are uniformly distributed, volume is proportional to probability.
In other words, the probability that the condition number exceeds x decreases as the square of the reciprocal of x. Even for moderate x the upper bound exceeds the asymptotic limit by a ratio of only about e2n2. If A is real we will show 2\ /o"\k <Prob(^)>,)<5:2.(;2).(f) ,2 where C is a constant proportional to the (n -l)-dimensional volume of the set of singular matrices inside the unit ball. Thus, for real matrices the probability that the condition number exceeds x decreases as x_1.
There are a number of open questions and conjectures concerning these volume bounds, in particular for how general a class of real varieties they apply (the case of complex varieties is simpler). We will discuss the history of this work and open problems in detail in Section 4 below.
It turns out that the reciprocal relationship between condition number and distance to the nearest ill-posed problem holds for a much wider class of problem than just matrix inversion, polynomial zerofinding and eigenvalue calculations: It is shared, at least asymptotically, by any problem whose solution is an algebraic function. For simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the three aforementioned problems, but our results do apply more widely, as discussed in Section 3 below and in [4] .
The work was inspired by earlier work in a number of fields. Demmel [4] , Gastinel [14] , Hough [13] , Kahan [15] , Ruhe [25] , Stewart [29] , Wilkinson [36] , [37] , [38] and others have analyzed the relationship between the condition number and the distance to the nearest ill-posed problem mentioned above in (ii). Gray [8] , [9] , Griffiths [10] , Hotelling [12] , Lelong [20] , Ocneanu [21] , Renegar [23] , Santaló [26] , Smale [27] , and Weyl [33] have worked on bounds of volumes of tubular neighborhoods. These volume bounds have been used by Smale [27] , [28], Renegar [23] and others to analyze the efficiency of Newton's method for finding zeros of polynomials. This latter work inspired the author [3] to apply these bounds to conditioning. Ocneanu [22] and Kostlan [19] have also analyzed the statistical properties of the condition number for matrix inversion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines notation. Section 3 discusses the relationship between conditioning and the distance to the nearest ill-posed problem. Section 4 presents the bounds on the volumes of tubular neighborhoods we shall use and states some related open problems. Section 5 computes the distributions of the condition numbers of our three problems. Section 6 discusses the limitations of assuming a uniform distribution and suggests alternatives and open problems. Section 7 contains the proofs of the theorems in Section 4.
Notation.
We introduce several ideas we will need from numerical analysis, algebra, and geometry. ||a:|| will denote the Euclidean norm of the vector x as well as the induced matrix norm .
Il^ll
:SUP"inr-x#0 NI \\A\\f will denote the Frobenius norm f V/2
If P is a set and x is a point, we will let dist(z, P) denote the Euclidean distance from x to the nearest point in P. A subset M of RN is called an n-dimensional manifold if it is locally homeomorphic to R". We also write n = dim(M). The codimension of M, written codim(M), is TV -n. In this paper dimension will always refer to the real dimension rather than the complex dimension, which is half the real dimension.
A variety P is the set of solutions of a system of polynomial equations. A variety is homogeneous if it is cone-shaped, i.e., if x is in the variety so is every scalar multiple ax. A variety is not generally a manifold since it can have singularities in the neighborhood of which it is not homeomorphic to Euclidean space. However, points q with relatively open neighborhoods Uq C P that are manifolds are dense in P [17, Theorem 4.2.4] so that the following definition makes sense: The dimension of P at p, written dimp(P), is dimp(P) = lim sup d\m(Uq).
q-p q€UqCP Uq a manifold
We in turn define the dimension of the variety P as the maximum over all p € P of dimp(P). If dimp(P) is constant for all p, we call P pure dimensional. A complex variety defined by a single nonconstant polynomial is called a complex hypersurface. Complex hypersurfaces are pure dimensional with codimension 2. A real hypersurface has codimension 1 everywhere. The real variety defined by the polynomials fi,.. ■, fp is called a complete intersection if it is pure dimensional of codimension p. Now we define the degree of a purely n-dimensional variety P in KN. Let LN~n be an (TV -n)-dimensional linear manifold (plane) in RN. Since d\m(LN~n) + dim(P) = dim(RN) = JV, we say that LN~n and R^ are of complementary dimension. Generically, LN~n and P will intersect in a surface of codimension equal to the sum of their codimensions, that is N. In other words, their intersection will be of dimension 0 (a finite collection of points). If P is a complex homogeneous variety, then for almost all planes LN~n this collection will contain the same number of points, and this common number is called the degree of P, and is written deg(P) (see [17, Theorem 4.6.2] ). Intuitively, deg(P) gives the number of "leaves" of the variety P that a typical plane LN~n will intersect. In the case of a nonhomogeneous or real variety P, deg(P) is defined analogously as the maximum (finite) intersection number of a plane LN~n and the n-dimensional variety P in Rw, although the intersection number will not generally be constant for almost all LN~n.
This concept of degree is a generalization of the degree of a polynomial. Indeed, if P is complex and defined as the solution set of a single irreducible polynomial, then the degree of the polynomial equals the degree of P as defined above [17] .
By I-volume of an n-dimensional manifold M (I >n) we mean the /-dimensional Lebesgue measure of M, if it exists. Note that if / > n this volume is zero. The
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use notations vol(M) and voln(M) denote the n-volume of the n-dimensional manifold M.
Condition
Numbers and the Distance to the Nearest Ill-Posed Problem.
We claim that many classes of numerical analysis problems permit the following geometric characterization of their condition numbers:
(i) Certain problems of each class are ill-posed, i.e., their condition numbers are infinite. These problems form a variety within the space of all problems.
(ii) The condition number of a problem has a simple geometric interpretation: It is proportional to (or bounded by a multiple of) the reciprocal of the distance to the set of ill-posed problems. Thus, as a problem gets closer to the set of ill-posed ones, its condition number approaches infinity.
In this section we will cite results from the literature to prove these claims for the following three classes of problems: matrix inversion, polynomial zerofinding, and eigenvalue calculation. Afterwards we will outline why this characterization applies to many other problems as well [4] .
First we need to define condition number more precisely. If X is our space of problems equipped with norm || • ||x, Y our space of solution equipped with norm || • || y i and /: X -► Y is the solution map for our problem, the usual definition of the relative condition number [24] iŝ
if the Jacobian Df exists (|| ■ \\xy is the induced norm). In many cases the essential information about the conditioning is contained in the ||.D/||xy factor. We may therefore use a multiple of ||D/I|xy instead of /irei without losing essential information. All three of our problems are homogeneous: Multiplying the problem by a scalar does not change the condition number. Therefore, the set of ill-posed problems will also be homogeneous, or cone-shaped. This permits us to normalize all our problems to have unit norm (lie on the unit sphere in either HN or C^) and implies that any results on the distribution of the condition number will hold for any distribution of problems inducing the same distribution of i/||a;|| on the unit sphere.
Matrix Inversion. The usual relative condition number as defined in (3.1) with the || • || norm on both the problem and solution spaces is [7] :
We shall use the nearly equivalent condition number K(A) = \\A\\F-\\A-% These condition numbers are both homogeneous and infinite when A is singular, so the set of ill-posed problems is a variety defined by the single nth degree homogeneous irreducible polynomial det(,4) = 0, where n = dim(yl) [32] . Denote the set of ill-posed problems by IP. From the last section, we see that if A is complex, IP is a complex hypersurface. If A is real, it is easy to verify that IP is still a real hypersurface by using the explicit parametrization provided by Gaussian elimination [3] .
A theorem of Eckart and Young [5] gives the distance from a nonsingular matrix to IP: THEOREM 3.1. dist(yl,/P) = H^-1!!-1.
(Gastinel [14] proved this result for an arbitrary operator norm.) Therefore, we see that in terms of k we may write
i.e., that the distance from a normalized problem A to the nearest ill-posed problem is the reciprocal of its condition number. Polynomial Zerofinding. In this case we are interested in the sensitivity of the zeros of a polynomial to small perturbations in the coefficients. If p(x) is an nth degree polynomial, let ||p|| denote the Euclidean norm of the vector of its coefficients. If p(z) = 0 and 6p is a small perturbation of p, it is easy to verify that to first order the perturbed polynomial p + 6p has a zero at z + 6z where 6z=~6p{z)
implying that the relative condition number is n(z) ■ \\p\\ Krel(p,z) \P'(Z)\ where fn XV2 n(z) = \z-l\r£\z2^\\ .
Note that the condition number depends both on the polynomial p and the choice of zero z. For simplicity we will use the similar condition number
Both condition numbers are infinite when p'(z) = 0, i.e., when z is a multiple zero. Thus we will take the set IP of ill-posed problems to be those polynomials with multiple zeros. A necessary and sufficient condition for a polynomial to have a multiple zero is that its discriminant, an irreducible homogeneous polynomial of degree 2n -2 in the coefficients of p be zero [32] . If p is complex, this implies the set of polynomials with zero discriminant is a hypersurface. If p is real, this set of polynomials is still a hypersurface, as may be verified using the parametrization provided by the leading coefficient pn and the zeros. The discriminant may also be zero if the two leading coefficients of p equal zero (corresponding to a double zero at oo), but this set is a subvariety of double the codimension of the hypersurface in which it lies, and so forms a set of measure zero we may neglect.
Now we need to estimate the distance from a given polynomial to one with a multiple zero. The estimate we shall use is due to Hough [13] (see also [4] ) and says THEOREM 3.2. The distance dist(p,IP) from the polynomial p of degree at least 2 to one with a multiple zero is bounded by dist(p,IP)<V2-\p'(z)\, where p(z) = 0.
In fact, this is quite a weak result gotten by estimating the smallest change in p needed to make a double zero at z, which turns out to be a linear least-squares problem. Thus we may write (3.3) if HpII = 1, then dist(p, IP) < -^-,
i.e., that the distance from a normalized problem p to the nearest ill-posed problem is bounded by a multiple of the reciprocal of its condition number. To see how much (3.3) may overestimate dist(p, IP), we present a lower bound. Note that by changing the argument of p from x to ax (a scalar) we may make the leading coefficient pn larger than the other coefficients.
THEOREM 3.3 ([4]
). Assume that p is an nth degree polynomial satisfying \\p\\ = 1 and \pi\ < \pn\/n for i < n. Then
Thus we see that the distance to the nearest ill-posed problem is bounded below essentially by a multiple of the square of the reciprocal of the condition number. This is a general phenomenon among algebraic problems to which we return below.
Eigenvalue Calculations. We will be interested both in the sensitivity of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. More precisely, we will consider the sensitivity of the projection associated with an eigenvalue [16] . If T is a matrix with simple eigenvalue A, right eigenvector x and left eigenvector y, the projection P associated with A is the matrix P = xyT/yTx. The reduced resolvent associated with A is the matrix S= \im(I-P)-(T-z)-1. 
Al5¿A
If 6T is a small perturbation of T, one can show [16] that to first order, A changes to A + 6X and P changes to P + 6P, where 6 X = tr POT and 6P = -S6TP -P6TS.
It is easy to verify that |<5A| can be as large as ||P|| • \\ST\\, and ||<SP|| can be at least as large as ||5|| • ||P|| • ||<5T|| (and no more than twice as large as this). Therefore, we may take as condition numbers «(r,A) = ||P|| and k(T,P) = \\P\\-\\S\\-\\T\\f, both of which are homogeneous.
Both condition numbers are infinite when A is a multiple eigenvalue. Thus we will take the set IP of ill-posed problems to be those matrices with multiple eigenvalues. We may see that IP is a variety as follows. Let p(T, X) be the characteristic polynomial of T. T will have multiple eigenvalues if and only if p has multiple zeros, which happens if and only if the discriminant of p, a homogeneous polynomial of degree n2 -n in the entries of T, is zero (note that p is monic) [17] , [32] . It is not hard to show that this polynomial is irreducible [3] . Thus we see that if T is complex, IP is a hypersurface. If T is real, IP is still a hypersurface [1] .
We now need to relate the above condition numbers of T to the distance from T to IP. A slight restatement of a theorem due to Wilkinson [36] states:
Therefore, in terms of k we may write J2 (3.5) if ||T||F = 1, then dist(T, IP) < -ß-.
Wilkinson's theorem provides a somewhat weak upper bound on dist(T, IP). The condition for P, on the other hand, provides [4] a lower bound on dist(T, IP):
This result lets us write (3.6) if ||T||F = 1, then dist(T,IP) > ? * For somewhat stronger results and discussion, see [4] . The phenomenon described above for matrix inversion, polynomial zerofinding and eigenvalue calculation is actually quite common in numerical analysis. It turns out all the above results can be derived from the same underlying principle, that the condition number k satisfies one or both of the following differential inequalities:
where Dk is the gradient of k. The lower bound on \\Dk\\ yields the upper bound on dist (T,IP), dist(T, IP) < m-n(TY and the upper bound on \\Dk\\ yields the lower bound
TJP^W^f-y
This phenomenon also appears in pole placement in linear control theory, Newton's method, and elsewhere [4] . In the case of algebraic functions, one can show that at least for asymptotically large condition numbers, differential inequalities of the form m ■ k2 < \\Dk\\ <M ■ k3 hold, the new upper bound on \\Dk\\ yielding the lower bound on dist(T, IP),
which is the source of inequality (3.4) above.
Note also that the sets of ill-posed problems are hypersurfaces in our three examples above. Other kinds of varieties are possible as well. For example, polynomials with at most m distinct zeros form a subvariety of the variety of polynomials with at least one multiple zero, and have codimension 2(n -m) (if complex) or n -m (if real) [3] . Since j-tuple zeros are more sensitive than (j -l)-tuple zeros [35] , there is a natural hierarchy of sets of ever more ill-posed problems, each one forming a subvariety of the previous set. Similar comments apply to eigenvalue calculations (j-tuple eigenvalues are more sensitive than (j -l)-tuple eigenvalues) and rank-deficient linear least-squares problems (problems with higher rank deficiency are more sensitive than ones with lower rank deficiency). The results of the next section apply to these situations as well.
4. On Volumes of Tubes. In this section we state our main volume estimates. Proofs appear in Section 7 below.
First we consider complex varieties. The upper bounds in the following theorem are obtained by generalizing an argument of Renegar [23] , who obtained the upper bound for hypersurfaces. THEOREM 4.1. Suppose M is a complex, purely 2d-dimensional variety in CN. Let f(e) be the fraction of the volume of the unit ball in CN which is within distance e<l ofM. Then
If M is a hypersurface (d = N -1), then this upper bound may be improved to
If M passes through the origin, it is also true that
If M is a hypersurface passing through the origin, this lower bound may be improved to
Now we specialize to the case of M homogeneous. In this case the upper bound (4.1) may be improved to
The lower bound (4.3) may be improved to
M is also a hypersurface, the lower bound (4.4) may be further improved to
Finally, we have the following asymptotic expression for small e:
Thus, we have upper bounds, lower bounds and asymptotic formulae, all of which only depend on e,N,d and deg(M). All our expressions are proportional to e2^N~d\ and for asymptotically small s differ only by factors depending on the parameters N, deg(M) and d. All these results are new, except for the upper bound (4.2) ford = N-l [23] .
These results can be used to give bounds for Prob(dist(p, M) < e) when M is homogeneous and p is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere in CN : THEOREM 4.2. Suppose M is a complex, homogeneous, purely 2d-dimensional variety in CN. Let p be distributed uniformly on the unit sphere centered at the origin in CN. Then for d < N -1
nd for asymptotically small e
For hypersurfaces (d = N -1)
It is estimates (4.12) and (4.13) we shall apply to condition numbers in the next section. Now we turn to real varieties. The bounds are necessarily looser, since a ddimensional real variety can have an arbitrarily small volume; this is in strict contrast to complex varieties, where we can bound the volume above and below just in terms of the degree. The next theorem is due to Ocneanu [21] . (4.14)
It appears that Ocneanu's proof can be extended to give an asymptotic formula for /(e), which we state as a CONJECTURE. Suppose M is as in Theorem 4.3. Then for asymptotically small e ( 4 15) f
where vol(M) is the d-dimensional volume of M.
Without any assumptions about complete intersection, we can compute a lower bound for /(e): 
Note that the ratio between the conjectured asymptotic value in (4.15) and the lower bound in (4.16) depends on N, d and deg(M).
As before, we can translate the estimates in the last two theorems into estimates on Prob(dist(p, M) < e), where p is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere: THEOREM 4.5. Let M be a real, purely d-dimensional homogeneous variety in RN. Suppose p is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere in RN. Then
//, in addition, M is the complete intersection of N -d polynomials each of degree at most D, then
If the conjecture (4.15) is true, then this would yield the following estimate for asymptotically small e when M is a complete intersection:
Summarizing these results for the case of a real, homogeneous hypersurface defined by a single polynomial, we havê Ifd-Q.
and, for asymptotically small e (if the conjecture (4.15) is true),
It is estimate (4.20) we will use to estimate the distribution of condition numbers of real problems.
We may explain these theorems intuitively as follows. If M is a d-dimensional surface in KN, the dominating term in the expression for the volume of the set of points within distance e of M turns out to be [33]:
". ".
• Here we make use of the fact that M is a variety, for there are formulae from integral geometry for estimating the volume of a set M in KN in terms of the number of points in M C\ L, where L is a plane of dimension N -d. For varieties, this number is bounded by deg(M). In fact, if M is a complex homogeneous purely 2d-dimension variety in C^, the 2d-volume of the part of M inside the unit ball is exactly deg(M)irN/N\ [30] . No such statement can be made about real varieties, so formulae like (4.3) and (4.8) cannot hold for real varieties.
Open Problems. Ocneanu's proof of Theorem 4.3 depends on the ability to express the real variety M as a complete intersection.
Not all varieties permit such a representation.
For example, the 3 by 3 real matrices of rank at most 1 form a variety of codimension 4, but 9 polynomials (the determinants of all 2 by 2 submatrices) are needed for its definition. Is there a bound for real varieties that does not depend on the property of complete intersection? Also, Ocneanu's bound contains the factor DN~d, which by Bezout's theorem [32] All the asymptotic expressions above depend on the contribution to /(e) from small neighborhoods of the singular set of M going to zero. For complex varieties, the proof of the upper bounds yields this fact. Ocneanu's proof appears to yield it as well, leading us to make conjecture (4.15).
The lower bounds for /(e) for homogeneous varieties in Theorem 4.1 are independent of deg(M), whereas the upper bounds are proportional to deg(M). By considering nearly overlapping hyperplanes through the origin, one can see that the lower bound cannot contain a factor of deg(M) and so this gap between upper and lower bounds must be present. Restricting to irreducible M does not eliminate this gap (see Section 7 for discussion). However, the factor l/deg (M) in the lower bounds for nonhomogeneous varieties seems unnecessary, can it be removed? 5. Computing the Distributions of Condition Numbers.
In this section we apply our geometrical estimates of the last section to compute the distributions of the condition numbers discussed in Section 3.
Matrix Inversion. Applying estimates (4.12) and (4.13) to Eq. (3.2) yields the following theorem. Remark. When n = 10, x must exceed 4900 for the upper bound in (5.3) to be less than 1. More generally, or large n,x must exceed about 4.93n3 for the upper bound to be less than 1. One can prove this by noting that the upper bound may also be written as 2[(1 + 2n/x)n -1].
Other sets of interest are matrices of rank at most r < n-1. The volumes of these sets can also be estimated from above and below using Theorem 4.2, provided we can bound the degree of these varieties. Bezout's theorem [32] provides a possibly pessimistic upper bound on the degree.
Polynomial Zerofinding. Applying estimate (4.12) to inequality (3.3) yields the following theorem. Applying estimate (4.12) to inequality (3.6) yields THEOREM 5.7. Let A be a random complex n by n matrix distributed in such a way that A/\\A\\f is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere. Let Kp(A) = max^(^) ||P\(A)II ' ll¿\\(A)ll ■ ||-<4||f> where the maximum is over all eigenvalues X(A) of A, Px(A) î5 the projection associated with X(A), and S\(A) is the reduced resolvent associated with X(A). Then
One can also prove a lower bound on Prob(/Cf (A) > x), for real matrices, which is of the form C/x, but C is proportional to the volume of the variety of real matrices with multiple eigenvalues and lying inside the unit ball, and seems difficult to estimate. 6 . Practical Applications and Limitations. In this section we show how to estimate the distribution of the error in results computed by finite precision algorithms for the problems we analyzed above. The new tool required is backward error analysis [34] ; using it, we show that, except in the improbable situation that the problem to be solved is close to the set IP of ill-posed problems, a backward stable algorithm will supply an accurate answer. We analyze Gaussian elimination this way in Subsection 6.1.
Such an analysis assumes problems are distributed uniformly as discussed in Section 1 of this paper. This is an extremely strong assumption, which is not met in many practical situations. First, real problems often have a structure which produces problems which tend to lie very close to the set IP of ill-posed problems, or which in fact converge to IP. For example, inverse iteration to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors involves solving a sequence of linear equations with increasingly ill-conditioned coefficient matrices. Another example is the numerical solution of differential equations; the resulting matrices are approximations of unbounded operators and become more nearly singular the finer the approximation becomes.
Second, the set of problems representable in a computer (in finite-precision arithmetic) is necessarily finite and so any distribution we put on this set will necessarily be discrete, not continuous as assumed in our previous analysis. As long as the discrete points are dense enough to model the continuum (this depends on the individual problem), the continuous model is relevant. It will turn out, however, that this discreteness ultimately leads to qualitatively different behavior of algorithms than is predicted by the continuous model. We discuss this situation further in Subsection 6. (1) Within the space of problems, identify the set IP of ill-posed ones and show that the closer a problem is to IP the more sensitive the solution is to small changes in the problem. (2) Show that the algorithm in question computes an accurate solution for a problem close to the one it received as input (this is known as "backward stability" [34] ). Combined with the result of (1), this will show that the algorithm will compute an accurate solution to a problem as long as the problem is far enough from IP. (3) Compute the probability that a random problem is close to IP. Using this probability distribution in conjunction with the result of (2) we can compute the probability of the algorithm computing an accurate result.
The first two steps of this paradigm are quite standard [24] , [35] ; only the third is new. This paradigm is best explained by applying it to matrix inversion:
(1) The set of matrices IP which are ill-posed with respect to inversion are the singular matrices. As discussed in Section 3, the condition number
measures how difficult the matrix M is to invert, and when ||M||f = 1 it is the reciprocal of the distance to the nearest singular matrix.
(2) Gaussian elimination with pivoting is a standard algorithm for matrix inversion and is well known to be a backward stable algorithm [34] . Backward stability means that when applying Gaussian elimination to compute the solution of the system of linear equations Mx = c, one gets an answer x which satisfies (M+6M)x = c, where 8M is small in norm compared to M. More precisely, let Xi be the ¿th column of the approximation to M_1 computed using Gaussian elimination, where the arithmetic operations performed (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) are all rounded off to b bits of precision. Then Xi is the value of the zth column of the inverse of a matrix M + 6M% where <5M¿ is small:
where f(n) is a function only of n, the dimension of M [34] . The magnitude of f(n) depends on the pivoting strategy, and can be as large as 2™ if partial pivoting is used, although this is very rare in practice [34] . f(n) is much smaller if either complete pivoting is used or if we substitute the QR algorithm for Gaussian elimination [7] . For our analysis, however, we are not interested in how big f(n) is, only that inequality (6.2) holds. Inequality (6.2) can be used to bound the relative error in the computed solution [34] :
In other words, as long as the bound (6.2) on ||¿M¿||f is not so large that M + 6Mi could be singular, i.e., as long as dist(M,7P)>/(n)-2-fc-||M||F or, substituting from (6.1),
then the relative error in the computed inverse X is bounded, and the smaller k(M) is, the more accurate is the solution. (3) Assuming M is complex, we can apply Theorem 5.1 (which gives the probability distribution of the condition number) to estimate the probability that a random matrix can be inverted accurately: The g(n, e, b) factor depends only weakly on e and b; the interesting factor is (2_6/e)2. This inequality implies that as we compute with higher and higher precision (b increases), the probability of getting a computed answer with accuracy e goes to 1 at least as fast as 1 -0(4~b). Note that the inequality only makes sense for 2~b/e small, that is, if the error 2~b in the arithmetic is smaller than the error e demanded of the answer. This restriction makes sense numerically, since we cannot expect more precision than we compute with. The restriction also implies that the finite-precision numbers are sufficiently dense to approximate the continuum, since the radius r of the neighborhood around IP, r -/(n)(N/ñ +e)2~6/e, is much larger than the distance between adjacent finite-precision points 2~b. This situation is depicted in Figure 1 and discussed in the next section.
We may use the same kind of paradigm as discussed so far to analyze the speed of convergence of an algorithm rather than its accuracy. In this case the paradigm is (1') Identify the ill-posed problems IP.
(2') Show that the closer a problem is to IP, the more slowly the algorithm converges.
(3') Compute the probability that a random problem is close to IP. Combined with (2') this yields the probability distribution of the speed of convergence.
This approach has been used by Smale [27] and Renegar [23] in their average speed analyses of Newton's method for finding zeros of polynomials.
Limitations of the Probabilistic
Model. In this section we discuss limitations to the applicability of our model. As mentioned before, the model does not apply in situations where the problems tend to be clustered about the ill-posed problems. One might even assert that most problems have this character, or at least constitute the majority of interesting problems numerical analysts encounter. One such example is iteration for computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix: xl+i = (A~Xi)~lXi, Xl+l = (Axi+iY/xL,, where \xJi+1\ = max^LjI.
k If Aj is a good approximation to the simple eigenvalue A, and z¿ approximates the corresponding eigenvector x, then Aî+i and Xi+1 will be even better approximations to A and x. As Xt approaches A, the matrices A -Xi become increasingly illconditioned. Thus, the set of matrices {^4 -A¿} being (conceptually) inverted (actually, one solves (A -Aj)z¿+1 = Xi directly) converges to the set IP of illposed problems, and so is far from uniformly distributed.
This invalidates the assumption of the model, even in exact arithmetic. In finite-precision arithmetic, inverse iteration works very well, even though naive backward error analysis as in Subsection 6.1 might lead us to expect total loss of precision. This is because the rounding errors committed while solving (A -A,)a;¿+i = z¿ provably conspire to produce an error lying almost certainly in the direction of the desired eigenvector [7] Another area where matrices tend to cluster around the singular ones is the solution of differential equations. In this case the matrices encountered are generally approximations to unbounded operators, and so become more nearly singular the finer the approximation. For example, the usual centered difference approximation to the second derivative on the interval [0,1] with mesh spacing h yields a matrix with condition number on the order of h~2. An r < 2~b neighborhood of IP The second way in which the model breaks down depends on the ultimate discreteness of the finite-precision numbers which can be represented in a computer. The natural version of a "uniform distribution" in this case is simply counting measure. The continuous model is a good approximation to counting measure only as long as the finite-precision numbers are dense enough to resemble the continuum. In Figure 1 , for example, the area of the set of points within distance r of the curve IP is a good approximation to the number of dots (finite-precision points) within distance r of IP (scaled appropriately). This is true because the radius r of the neighborhood of IP is large compared to the spacing 2~b between dots. When r < 2~b on the other hand, as in Figure 2 , the area of the set of points within distance r of IP is not necessarily a good approximation of the number of dots within r of IP. For example, if IP were a straight line passing exactly half way between two rows of dots, there would be no dots within distance 2_6_1 of IP. If, on the other hand, IP were a straight line running along a row of dots, there would be a constant nonzero number of dots within distance n of IP for all n < 2~b. Thus, when the radius of the neighborhood of IP gets smaller than the interdot distance 2~b, the model breaks down.
Specifically, let us consider matrix inversion. In the continuous model, the exactly singular matrices form a set of measure zero, so the chance of a random problem being singular is zero. Also, there are nonsingular matrices arbitrarily close to the set of singular ones, and so of unbounded condition number. Consider now the finite (but large) set of matrices which can be represented in a computer using finite-precision arithmetic. Some fraction of this finite set are exactly singular, so in choosing one member of this finite set at random (using counting measure), there is a nonzero probability of getting an exactly singular matrix. Furthermore, the remaining nonsingular matrices have condition numbers bounded by some finite value K. Thus, instead of Prob(/c(yl) > x) decreasing monotonically to 0 as x increases, as in the continuous case, Prob(n(A) > x) becomes constant and nonzero for x > K. This is clearly significantly different behavior. It does not, however, invalidate the analysis of Gaussian elimination in the last section, because we assumed 2~b < r, i.e., the situation in Figure 1 .
In the next section we discuss what we could do if we could compute Prob(rc(yl) > x) in the discrete case for all x, in particular for x too large for the continuous approximation to apply.
How to Use the Discrete Distribution of Points
Within Distance e of a Variety. Before proceeding, we need to say what probability measure we are going to put on the discrete set of finite-precision points. The last section showed that no single distribution is good for all applications, but a uniform distribution remains a neutral and interesting choice. So far, we have been implicitly using fixed-point numbers, in which case assigning equal probability to each point (counting measure) gives a uniform distribution. For floating-point numbers, however, this is no longer appropriate since the floating-point numbers are not evenly distributed on the number line. Since floating-point numbers are much closer together near the origin than far away from it (the distance between adjacent numbers is approximately a constant times the number), counting measure would assign much more probability to equal length intervals near the origin than far away from it. A simple way to adjust for this nonuniform spacing is to assign to each point M a probability proportional to the volume of the small parallelepiped of points which round to M (i.e., the parallelepiped centered at M with sides equal in length to the distance between adjacent finite-precision points). In the case of fixed-point arithmetic, this just reproduces counting measure, whereas with floating-point arithmetic, points near 0 have smaller probability than larger points, and intervals of equal length have approximately equal probabilities. Actually, the question of the distribution of the digits of a floating-point number has a large literature [2] , [11], [18] , but the discussion in this section does not depend strongly on the actual distribution of digits chosen.
This discussion does assume that the finite-precision input is known exactly, i.e., that there is no error inherited from previous computations or from measurement errors. In general there will be such errors, and they will almost always be at least a few units in the last place of the input problem. In other words, there already is a ball of uncertainty around the input problem with a radius equal to a small multiple of the interpoint distance 2~b° (bo is the number of bits to which the input is stored). Therefore, it may make no sense to use higher precision to accurately solve problems lying very close to IP when the inherited input error is so large that the true answer is inherently very uncertain. In such situations, programmers sometimes shrug and settle for the backward stability provided by the algorithm, even if the delivered solution is entirely wrong, because the act of solution has scarcely worsened the uncertainty inherited from the data, and the programmer declines to be held responsible for the uncertainty inherent in the data. Nevertheless, getting an accurate answer for as many inputs as possible is a worthwhile goal, so we will not concern ourselves with possible errors made in creating the input matrices.
We claim that knowing the probability distribution of the distance of a random finite-precision problem to the set IP of ill-posed problems would tell us how many finite-precision problems we could solve as a function of the extra precision used in intermediate calculations. As mentioned before, programmers often resort to extra precision arithmetic to get more accurate solutions to problems which are given only to single precision. This extra precision has a cost (in speed and memory) dependent on the number of digits carried, so programmers usually avoid extra precision unless persuaded otherwise by bad experiences, an error analysis, or paranoia. Therefore, an accurate estimate of how many problems can be solved as a function of the extra precision would help programmers decide how much to use.
How does knowledge of this probability distribution tell us how much extra precision to use? The paradigm in Subsection 6.1 tells us how. Consider matrix inversion. Formula (6.3) tells us that using fixed-point arithmetic of accuracy 2~b permits us to compute inverses of matrices to within accuracy e as long as their condition numbers are less than e/(/(n)(v/ñ+e)2~í').
Suppose we choose our problems at random from the set of matrices with &o-bit entries, and let Prob{,0(«:(M) > x) be the discrete distribution function of the condition number. Then
bounds from below the fraction of 6rj-bit matrices we can invert with accuracy e as a function of the number of bits b > b0 carried in the calculation. By examining Nb0 (b) as a function of b, one can decide exactly how much improvement one gets for each additional bit of precision b. For example, we know from previous discussion that there is a b such that, when b > b, Nb0 (b) is constant and nonzero. Therefore, it clearly does not pay to increase b beyond b.
We close with an example of the discrete distribution Prob(,0(rc(M) > x). Consider the rather simple problem of inverting real 2 by 2 matrices. This problem is small enough that we can exhaustively compute Probf,0 (k(M) > x) for low-precision arithmetic. We have done this for bo = 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (all numbers lay between 0 and 1 in absolute value, and each fixed-point matrix was assigned the same probability). Let P(r) = Probf,0(/c(M) > 1/r). We recall that in the continuous case (Theorem 5.2) P(r) would be approximately a linear function of r. For all values of 60 tested, we observed approximately the behavior of P(r) shown in Figure 3 . Surprisingly, we observed linear dependence of P(r) on r not only for r larger than 2~6° (corresponding to Figure 1 ), but for r quite a bit smaller than 2~bo ( Figure  2 ). The fraction of problems within 2~b° of a singular matrix was about 21_i,°. This linear behavior of P(r) continued until r reached approximately 2~2b°, and there the graph of the distribution became horizontal and remained so all the way to the origin, intersecting the vertical axis at about 22~26°. This means that all matrices closer to IP than approximately 2~2b° were exactly singular. The fraction of matrices which were exactly singular was 22~2bo.
What does this tell us about the use of extra precision? Basically, as long as the distribution function P(r) remains linear, it says that for every extra bit of intermediate precision, we can solve half the problems we could not solve before. This regime continues until we reach double precision, at which point the only problems we cannot solve are exactly singular. Indeed, since a c b d
we can clearly compute the inverse accurately if we can compute the determinant ad-be accurately. Since a, b, c and d are given to single precision, double precision clearly suffices to compute ad -be exactly.
P(r)
,l-*o ,2-2f>o Figure 3 Observed probability distribution of the distance r to the nearest singular matrix.
What if the discrete distribution function were similar for matrices of higher dimensions, that is, linear for a while and then suddenly horizontal when all worseconditioned matrices were exactly singular? It would again tell us that for a while, every extra bit of intermediate precision would let us solve half the problems we could not solve before. Eventually, after enough extra bits (and for inverting fixedprecision n by n matrices, this clearly occurs no later than reaching n-tuple precision), all finite-precision matrices which are not exactly singular could be inverted, and more precision would contribute nothing. Thus a programmer (or system designer) could choose the number of bits b with which to compute in order to guarantee that the fraction of unsolvable problems is sufficiently close to its minimum. Of course, exhaustive evaluation of the distribution function is not reasonable for large problems, and estimating the distribution function becomes an interesting open question of number theory.
Proofs of Volume Estimates.
In this section we present the proofs of the volume estimates of Section 4. In addition to the notation of Section 2, we will use 27r(n + D/2 0n_! 27T"/2°n = F77-, <-, ;,,■, and 9n = T((n + l)/2) " n nr(n/2)'
On is the surface area of the n-dimensional unit sphere and 9n is the volume of the n-dimensional unit ball [26] . We will need the following estimates on the volumes of varieties inside balls. / M is homogeneous, the lower bounds in both (7.5) and (7.6) may be increased by the factor deg(M).
Proof. Both (7.5) and (7.6) follow from dividing (7.1) by 92N and using the 
where e < 1.
This completes all our lower bounds. The lower bounds in Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 follow from substituting for 0% and 93 in Theorems 7.7 and 7.9.
We now turn to upper bounds. The following theorem generalizes a technique used in [23, Proposition 5.4 ]. 
where we have used [26, Eq. 12.11]. Combining (7.13) and (7.14) yields Note that for complex homogeneous varieties the upper bound in Theorem 7.11 is proportional to deg(M) whereas the lower bound in Theorem 7.7 is independent of deg(M). This gap is unavoidable as the following example shows. Suppose M consists of deg(M) hyperplanes Ht through the origin and tilted just slightly away from one another. For any £q > 0 the hyperplanes may be chosen so close together that the set of points within eo of any one overlaps almost completely with the set of points within eo of any other. Therefore, for all e > eo the volume of T(M, e) will be insignificantly larger than the volume of T(Hi,e).
Thus, no lower bound can be proportional to deg(M). In this example, M is reducible; since irreducible homogeneous polynomials in at least three variables are dense in the set of all homogeneous polynomials in at least three variables and of the same degree, we see that restricting to irreducible varieties would not improve the lower bound. For nonhomogeneous complex varieties the lower bound in Theorem 7.7 is proportional to l/deg(M);
we conjecture that this factor may be removed. We now turn to an asymptotic expression for vol2n(T(M, e)) when M is homogeneous. The expression, not surprisingly, will simply be vo\2d(M[l])-92N-2d£2(-N~d\ just as if M[l] were a "rectangle" and T(M,e) a "rectangular parallelepiped" of radius e.
To prove this, we will need some notation. The reason we cannot apply Weyl's theorem directly to varieties (which would have saved a great deal of effort!) is that varieties may have singularities, so that T'(M,e) may never be a tubular neighborhood for any e. If we eliminate a small neighborhood of the singular part of a variety, we may apply Weyl's theorem to the remainder. If we can show that the contribution to voljv(T(M, e)) of this neighborhood of the singular part goes to 0 as the radius of the neighborhood shrinks to 0, then the first term of Weyl's theorem will provide the correct asymptotic behavior of voljv(^(M, e)) for small e. Now for all r we may apply Weyl's theorem to Mout(r): There is some e(r) > 0 such that when e < e(r), T'(Mout(r),e) is a tubular neighborhood. We estimate vol2Ar(T(M,e)) as follows: It remains to prove that for small enough r, vo\2N(T(Min(r),e)) is negligible compared to vol2jv(T"(Mout(r),e)).
More precisely, we need to show that for all r\ > 0 there is an f > 0 such that for all r < f and e < e(r) (7] Since for small r and e < e(r), vol2¿v(T'(Mout(r),e)) behaves like c-e2^N~d\ where c is a constant near 02(w-d) •vol2jv(M[l]), the expression in (7.17) is bounded above by a constant times vol2d(5(M, 2r) [2] ), which goes to 0 as r goes to 0.
We will prove (7.18) using the same technique as in Lemma 7.10. Let dK = dA A db be the kinematic density for the group of Euclidean motions. Then [26, Eq. Let dp be a volume element of Ms = {p G M, \\p\\ = 1}, and N(dp, e) and Nc(dp, e) be the union of the corresponding sections. Then, if S(r) is the sphere of radius r, volw(JV(dp,e)) = 2 f vo\N-i(N(dp,e)f]S(r))dr Jo = 2 [ vo\N-i(N(dp,e)nS(l))rd-1dr Jo = 2vo\N-i(N(dp,e)r\S(l))/d and volN(JVc(dp,e)) = 2 / voLv-i(A/c(dp,e)nS(r))dr Jo = 2 [ vo\N-i(Nc(dp,e)nS(l))rN-1dr Jo = 2vo\N-i(N(dp,e)nS(l))/N, Finally, we consider lower bounds on Prob(dist(p, M) < e). We will show To prove (7.20) , consider the volume element dx of Ts(M, e). Let p G M be a point closest to x, and construct the cylinder with base dx, axis parallel to the segment Op and of length 1. Since the length of the cylinder is 1 and its cross section is at most dx, its volume is at most dx. The union of all these cylinders fills up T(M, e) (perhaps multiply), so integrating their volumes over Ts(M, e) yields (7.20) . (7.21) shows that f(M, e)/N is a lower bound on Prob(dist(p, M) < e) and completes the proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 4.5.
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